Abstract. Complex adaptive systems (CAS) modeling has become a common tool to study the behavioral dynamics of agents in a broad range of disciplines from ecology to economics. Many modelers have studied structure's importance for a system in equilibrium, while others study the effects of perturbations on system dynamics. There is a notable absence of work on the effects of agent interaction pathways on perturbation dynamics. We present an agent-based CAS model of a competitive economic environment. We use this model to study the perturbation dynamics of simple structures by introducing a series of disruptive events and observing key system metrics. Then, we generate more complex networks by combining the simple component structures and analyze the resulting dynamics. We find the local network structure of a perturbed node to be a valuable indicator of the system response.
Introduction
The increase in computing power seen in the past ten years has made agent-based modeling a viable option for studying complex systems. Recent work has begun to show the importance of network structure in the operation of complex adaptive systems (CAS), including how a system can be influenced using driver nodes [Liu et al. 2011] . Other research has focused on how structure can affect a diffusion algorithm as it propagates through a system [Ghoshal et al. 2011] . Researchers have also explored the implications of community structures in a network [Karrer et al. 2008] . While there is abundant research on CAS with a variety of structures, there has not been a systematic study of whether basic structural features could account for qualitative behavioral properties in large networks. This is an important question because structure has the potential to influence the robustness of a network. For example, supply networks and power grids losses due to perturbations could potentially be decreased by simply altering node connections. The inherent complexity of these systems makes analytical development of a perturbation theory difficult.
In this study we begin to explore dynamics within network structures resulting from perturbations. We compartmentalize complex networks into simple component structures whose dynamics are simply defined. We combine these compartmentalized networks and analyze their responses to perturbations. This experimental approach to system response provides valuable generalizations about complex networks.
Model Formulation
We study network structure and system dynamics using a configuration of the Interacting Specialist Model developed at Sandia National Laboratories [Beyeler et al. 2011] . In the interest of space, the model formulation is omitted but is rigorously defined in Beyeler et al. 2011 . This model represents complex adaptive systems using coupled nonlinear first-order differential equations to describe the behavior of autonomous agents. The agents (or entities) must store, consume, and produce resources to maintain viability and competitiveness in their environment. The agents maintain their stability through a series of discrete interactions with markets, which create exchange pathways between agents. These interactions are facilitated through a money resource. The model consists of a set of entities arranged in a hierarchy. Entities can be grouped into sectors, each of which is a collection of agents that produce and consume the same resources. Markets mediate transactions between sectors. A collection of sectors and markets makes up a Nation State.
Entities interact by joining a market and bidding to buy or sell resources. Consumers and producers are matched via a double auction. Entities make decisions about market transactions based on the entity health, resource reserves, and money levels. Health is defined as a scalar function that follows an agent's consumption with respect to a nominal consumption rate. Health abstractly represents a measure of an entity's success in a dynamic and competitive marketplace.
To study the dynamics of the model, we introduce perturbations and observe the system response. We simulate disruptive events by removing a certain percentage of an entity's produced resource in random events that occur with a defined frequency and duration. The resource is removed from the entity's production tank, preventing it from being sold to accrue a profit. This method can be used to represent a range of perturbation types, from an event analogous to a pipe bursting to smaller but more frequent perturbations, such as a 1% loss every time step, which simulates a leak in a pipe. This gives us considerable control over the perturbations we introduce into the model.
